FREE DELIVERY ON ORDERS OVER $49*

LOW PRICES EVERYDAY

MSR

FreeLite™ 3 Ultralight Tent
$1,219.90

Details

Specifications

The MSR Freelite 3 is sophisticated and sleek backpacking
tent that cleverly lightens your load. This design fits three
people perfectly or two people with plenty of room to
spare.With a semi-freestanding form, there's minimal fuss on
set up - which means less time establishing a base and more
time exploring. It's also really easy to pack and up and store
due to its unified Easton® Syclone™ frame for 2019, which is
made from aerospace composite materials to resist breakage
in windy conditions. The Freelite 3 provides plenty of
headroom for users, so you can sit around and chill out inside
your sheltered space.The canopy is made from micromesh
which keeps the airflow going while keeping moisture levels
low and the insects out, while the fly and floor have an
Xtreme Shield™ waterproof-coating for protection from the
elements. There's also plenty of storage space for your packs
and gear, as both doors have their own vestibule. So, if
you're in need of a roomier (but still compact) hiking tent that
minimises your set up time, the Freelite 3 is a model you can
rely on.Freestanding form for easy setupUnified Easton®
Syclone™ frame made from aerospace composite
materialsXtreme Shield™ waterproof-coating on the fly and
floor Large storage pockets2 doors and vestibules

Snowys Code:

144153

Supplier Code:

T221 10327

Season:

3

Sleeping Capacity:

3 Person

External Dimensions:

213L x 324W cm

Sleeping Area:

213L x 172W cm

Packed Dimensions:

46L x 15W x 15H cm

Max. Head Height:

96 cm

Material:

15D Nylon Ripstop 1200mm Xtreme
Shield™

Inner Material:

10D Polyester Micro-mesh

Floor Material:

15D ripstop Nylon 1200mm Xtreme
Shield™

Frame Material:

Easton&#174;* Carbon ION

Waterhead Rating:

Fly 1200mm | Floor 1200mm

Weight:

1.56 kg

Minimum Weight:

1.34 kg

Warranty:

Limited Lifetime

Have a question about this product?
1300 914 007

service@snowys.com.au

Snowys Outdoors

Changed your mind?
For all information on how to return an item, visit www.snowys.com.au/returns
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